Reading Response Board Game
Why
do you
think the
story ends
the way it
does?

What
do
you think
the most
important
part of the
story is?

Go back two
spaces

Describe
how
different
characters
reacted to the
same event.

If

Ask your
opponent a
question!

you
Have another
What
could
other
go!
give this
adjectives
story a
could the
different title,
author have used
what would
to describe the
it be? Why?
main character?

Which
other
stories
have similar
openings to
this one?

Sum up the book’s
plot in 25 words or
less.

Find two ways that
the author describes
the main character.

Can you explain why
the main character
acted in that way?

What is the theme
underneath this
story? Does it have
a moral or
message?

How did the author
make you feel as you
read the text?

Find a word or
phrase which backs
up how the main
character feels
about their
actions.

Which part of the
text best describes
the setting?

Can you think of
another story with
a similar theme?
Discuss.

Explain how a
character’s feelings
change through the
story.

Which part of the
story do you like the
most? Why?

Why do you think
the author chose this
setting?

Who are the
characters in the
book?

Find a phrase which
tells you how the
main character is
feeling.

How are the settings
in the text similar
and different?

Find a mood which
the author used to
create a sense of
atmosphere.

Has the writer been
successful in their
use of language to
describe the
setting?

What do you think
the main character
is feeling halfway
through the
book?

How is the main
character like
someone you know
in real life?

Start

Did the author create
tension in the text?
How?

Through whose eyes
is the story told?

Miss a turn

State three
adjectives the
author used to
describe the
setting.

Go
back five
spaces

Retell the dilemma
and resolution
in 10 words.

Finish

